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Introduction
When my niece was about three years old she, as many young
children do, became picky about her food. She said that she
didn’t like chicken casserole. So my sister started producing a
dish called Rasabol, that had all the ingredients of a chicken
casserole but because it was Rasabol she happily ate and
enjoyed it.
Sometimes we limit ourselves and what we experience by our
ideas. We can decide that something doesn’t appeal to us and
so miss out on new experiences and the fullness of
opportunities that are open to us.
The story of the wedding at Cana describes a community
celebration – a welcome interruption to the humdrum of daily
life. But the celebration is endangered when the wine runs out.
Jesus' mother takes a risk and asks him to intervene. He had
never performed a miracle before and as he made abundantly
clear in his response it wasn’t time yet to perform miracles and
this certainly wasn’t the sort of miracle he would have in mind.
When Jesus does not respond the way that Mary hopes he will,
she instructs the servants to help and pushes Jesus to take the
risk. The risk of doing something that some people would
consider unnecessary and certainly frivolous. But Jesus does
as she asks and the water is turned into wine, the best yet,
showing us something of God's abundance and extravagance.
The risk of trying something different has paid off!
There are many times in our lives when we are constrained by
the usual and the ordinary. We see it in our relationships with
people where we can be afraid to ask them to do or offer
something unusual – we might think it cheeky to presume that
someone would want to do us a favour. We see it in prayer
where people often say to me ‘but I couldn’t ask God for THAT’.
We see it when we come to a crossroads in our lives or where
we are confronted with a choice. It can be so much easier to
choose the familiar, the comfortable. But God is a God of risks
and abundance. He took the risk of creating human beings
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knowing that we would probably want to go our own way. He
took the risk of coming to earth in the person of Jesus Christ to
offer us salvation and new life. He offers us far more than we
would ever expect or deserve yet he loves to lavish his care
upon us.
In our story about Lola and Charlie Lola is reluctant to try foods
until Charlie gives them different names and makes them far
more exciting. When Lola takes the risk of trying something
new, food becomes exciting. Though I have to say I think that I
would prefer a tomato to a moonsquirter!
When Covid hit we had to take risks in order to continue to
offer worship and support to our churches and our
communities. I still remember the sheer fear I felt the first time
I live streamed worship from my study at the Rectory. It was
something completely new to me, extremely unfamiliar and
very risky. Yet now I happily record services every week and
don’t notice I am being recorded at all. Some of our Accredited
lay ministers started walking miles between the villages to
stand at people’s gates and check up on them. We took all our
meetings on line and found that although it had challenges
there were many advantages
Our churches will not return entirely to the way we did things
before lockdown. We have learned new music, new ways of
worshipping and new ways of reaching our communities. We
cannot go back and I really don’t want us to. Looking forward
we see dwindling numbers, financial difficulties and hundreds of
people in our villages who have no idea of how much God loves
them and what a transformation he can make in their lives.
Our PCCs are meeting together in November to consider how
we can change and move forward. I am expecting that we will
agree to take risks, to embrace new things and to look to our
God of abundant generosity to change things in the lives of
individuals and of our churches.
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